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On Removing Ambiguity in Text Understanding
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This paper discusses how to remove a kind of ambiguity in a text understanding system based
on simulation. The system simulates some events mentioned in text on a world model and
observes the behavior of the model during the simulation. Through these processes, it can
recognize the other events mentioned implicitly. However, in case the system infers plural
number of possible world, it can't decide which one is consistent with the context. We deal
with such ambiguities. The ambiguities, in some cases, can be removed by considering
contextual information. To remove the ambiguities in the simulation, we define three
heuristics based on the characters of the explanatory descriptions and propose an algorithm
of "looking ahead". We implement ,ani experimental system. Accqrding to the ,algorithm, the
system finds out the supplementary descriptions in the following sentences and removes the
ambiguities by using the contents of the supplementary descriptions.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we discuss a method of removing ambiguities which appear in the process of text understanding
based on simulation.
We have been studying a text understanding system paying attention to the importance of an imagerial
world model. In [Itoh,92, Itoh,95], we showed that the ability to simulate the matters described by sentences on
the imagerial world model is one of the basic abilities to understand texts. We also proposed a method of
implementing an imagerial world model, a method of simulating on the model and a method of observing the
model to extract propositional expressions. We introduced an experimental ,system in order to verify importance
of the imagerial world model and validity of each method.
In order to clarify the point of issue, we- have done the work under the following constraints.
1.

We restrict our target texts to those explaining mechanical movements of machines in textbooks for
junior high school students or encyclopedias for naive persons. The reasons are that we need to treat a
relatively narrow domain in order to implement a world model imagerially in a simple way, and
imagerial information seems to be quite important in the domain of mechanical movements.

2.

We restrict the machines to those which are composed of solid parts and are illustrated with two
dimensional figures. It also makes . the implementation of the model easy.

3.

We deal with only the sentences which explain states or movements of a whole machine or its parts.
Though there are some sentences explaining a pressure of gaseous fuel, a flow of fluid, or etc., we
neglect them. If we deal with such sentences, we should represent &pressure or a flow of fluid as well as
positions and shapes of machine. In other words, the imagerial world model should hold information on
multiple attributes. It makes the imagerial model complex.

4.

We restrict the sentences to those having no . ambiguity. In addition, we also restrict the texts to those
which describe movements of a machine one by one along the time axis. The reason is that we want to
concentrate on how to process each sentence and simplify how to . control the processes for individual
sentences.

However, there are many texts which don't satisfy the fourth constraint even ,if they satisfy the first and second
constraints. Especially, if we remove the third constraint, it is necessary to deal with multiple attributes changing
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simultaneously such as a location, pressure, and so on. In addition, ,our world model isn't governed by entire
physical law and it should hold some information qualitatively. Therefore, the simulation process comes to have
ambiguities.
In general, it is usual that ambiguities appear in the process to reproduce a qualitative and continuous world
model by simulation based on discrete descriptions such as sentences. Thus, we relax the third constraint and
discuss the method of removing ambiguities. In this paper, we aim to propose an elementary method to construct
text understanding systems based on simulation.
In the next section, we survey ambiguities in text understanding and define the problems we deal with. We
also show an outline of the text understanding system proposed in [Itoh,92, Itoh,95], and illustrate how our
problems are appeared in the process of text understanding. Then, we show some heuristic characters which are
applicable to solve the problems. In section 3, we show the detailed algorithm to remove ambiguities, and in
section 4 we introduce our experimental system.
2. Fundamental discussion
2.1 Related works

As Johnson-Laird mentioned [Johnson-Laird,83], it can be regarded that language understanding process
consists of two steps. The first step is understanding, of literal meaning and the second step is understanding of
significance. We get propositional expressions of sentences in the first step and we infer or imagine related facts
and construct mental-models in the second step. We . can find ambiguity, in both steps. In the first step, we can
interpret a sentence in multiple ways based on homonyms or ambiguities of the grammar. However, we put the
ambiguities in the first step out of our consideration and concentrate our attention on the ambiguities in the
second step.
The main task in the second step can be regarded as constructing a mental-model by inferring implicit
matters from propositional expressions using general knowledge. Generally, a text explains only some
significant matters directly. It is impossible to explain all of matters which should be represented in the mentalmodel. We should infer implicit matters from some descriptions of the significant matters. Ambiguity in the
second step appears in the process of inferring implicit matters.
Qualitative kinematics is a framework of analyzing the behavior of a machine. The model of target
machine consists of some variables representing the status of the parts and constraint on those variables. The
system figures out a free space which represents all possible states of the machine on N-dimensional
configuration space. (N is the number of the variables). Based on the idea of "kinematic pair" and "kinematic
chain", the system can find the free space of the machine containing lower pair, and some feasible upper pair.
Then it divides the configuration space qualitatively (For example, CLOCK system uses "place Vocabulary" to
represents the qualitative configuration space, [Forbus et a1,87, Forbus et, a1,91]) and envisions the qualitative
behavior of the machine on the qualitative. configuration space. In case the system discovers some ambiguities
on the behavior through the qualitative envisioning, it uses quantitative methods to remove those ambiguities.
Therefore, it can be regarded that the system firstly understands all possible movement of the machine and
secondly analyzes the details of each individual behavior.
In contrast, our target text explains an individual behavior of the target machine and it seems reasonable to
suppose that naive persons firstly try to understand the behavior. Thus we aim to construct a world model of the
mentioned behavior first. For the purpose of constructing the model, our system simulates the mentioned
movements one by one according to • the text, Ambiguities appear during the simulation.
In the area of text understanding, the ambiguity is removed by considering contextual information. Script
based text understanding systems previously prepare some scripts each of which represents a series of typical
events. The systems interpret a sentence and fill some slots of a script [Schank and Abelson,77, Skim and
Kkim,90•. However, it is impossible to prepare every possible context.
. Rule, based text understanding systems try to infer all the possible worlds from each sentence by using
forward and/or backward reasoning algorithm, and searches a consistent path [Terenziani,93, Nishihara et a1.,94,
Takamatsu et al.,95]. While the systems don't, have to prepare contexts previously, the problem of combination
explosion might occur. It is difficult to manage a huge number of possible worlds.
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2.2 The framework of our simulation based text understanding system
In this section, we introduce a text understanding system based on simulation on an imagerial world model
[Itoh,92, Itoh,95}. It accepts a text explaining a mechanism of a simple machine. It understands each of
sentences and constructs a context model corresponding to a mental-model.
Figure 1 shows the framework of our imagerial world model. To understand mechanisms of machines, it is
indispensable to understand the spatial information (shapes, locations of their parts, and changes of them). We
use a world model in which the spatial information is represented imagerially by using a two dimensional
coordinate system. A movement of a part is represented by a set of micro-changes which correspond to very
little changes. For example, a downstroke of a piston represented as integration of micro-changes toward the
bottom of a cylinder. We call the micro-change "a trace of change". The traces are represented in terms of
predicate expressions. For example, a trace of the movement "descend" is represented as "(dLM (0 1 0) *)",
where "dLM" means "a differential linear movement" and "(0 1 0)" represents a downward direction. While the
traces are represented in such a symbolic way, they can be compared with each other in imagerially.
Our system processes an input text in the following way. The system has an initial imagerial model of a
target machine. Receiving a text, the system analyzes syntactic structure of each sentence. If a sentence is a
complex sentence, the system divides it into each simple sentence. Then the system transforms the sentence into
a propositional expression. In the expression, nominal concepts like "piston" and "gaseous fuel" are represented
by frames which can be connected to objects in the imagerial world model, and verbal concepts like "descend"
and "rotate" are represented in terms of predicate expressions. For example, "descend" is represented as
"(continue frame_id (dLM (0 1 0) *))", here frame_id is an identifier of a frame representing a subjective noun.
Then the system starts to simulate the content of the simple sentence on the world model. The system tries
to reproduce a trace of the change in the predicate expression of the sentence, and tries to. decide an arrangement
of the machine when the trace is actually reproduced in the model. If it finds a possible arrangement, it
reproduces the world model at the next time step. In this process, the system uses the world knowledge such as
the relation between volume and ,pressure of gases, the rules deciding movable range based on the connection of
parts, and so on.
The system has the ability to observe the world model and recognize some facts which aren't mentioned in
the text explicitly, and generate predicate expressions representing such facts. For example, in the simulation
process of the sentence "the piston descends", it can recognize the movement of the crank, the rod and the other
parts, and generate expressions like "the crank rotates". In other words, it can grasp the tendency of the
sequence of traces and symbolize it. Moreover, after it grasps the tendencies of every movement of the parts, it
can envision a scene where the tendencies of the movements of some parts might change, and reproduce the
scene at a bound. We call the scene "a landmark scene". Then it continues to reproduce the trace and-simulates
the sentence. When it fails to reproduce the trace or finds repetition of the movement, it stops simulation, and
starts to process the next simple sentence.
There are some cases that the contents of the following sentences have been already reproduced in the
world model by the simulation of the previous sentence. So, the system firstly searches the content of a new
sentence in the world model by matching the predicate expression transformed from the sentence with each
predicate expression that the system has generated in the observing process. If failing, it regards that the
sentence mentions another successive movement, and starts to simulate it.
In [Itoh,92, Itoh,95], we don't have to consider the ambiguities in the above process. However, when we
relax our constraints so that we can deal with pressure or flow of a gaseous fuel, we should handle the
ambiguities. The ambiguities appear in the following situations:
•

When the system infers the traces of the changes of all the parts. If multiple possible traces of a
certain part are inferred and they conflict with each other, it is ambiguous that which of the
traces is the actual one.

•

When the system envisions a landmark scene, it is ambiguous that the movement of the
machine continue until the scene or not. In addition, if the system envisions multiple landmark
scenes based on multiple tendencies, it is ambiguous that which scene comes first. These
ambiguities are emphasized by interminglement of the multiple feature-space in the world
model (a two-dimensional spatial model and a pressure space representing the pressures of
every gas).
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We don't intend to deal with the problem by preparing parallel possible world models. The reason is
that our imagerial world model is too large and complex to manage in such a way. Therefore, we have
to investigate a light method of handling the ambiguity problems.
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Figure 1: Two-Dimensional spatial imagery world model

2.3 Heuristics to remove ambiguities
Obviously the purpose of our target texts in textbooks is to explain mechanisms of mechanical tools and let
readers understand the mechanisms accurately. Therefore, it seems that they meet some standards such as:
Sl: In the case that a text contains an ambiguous sentence from which plural movements or states of a part
can be envisioned, the text also contains the other sentences which supplement the ambiguous sentence
directly or indirectly if the envisioned movements or states are significant to understand the
mechanisms.
S2: The supplementary explanation 's should be put on the position not so far from the supplemented
description. In almost all cases, the supplementation is described before the movements or the states of
the next phase (the movements or states which occur after the movement described in the supplemented
description finishes) are mentioned.
Under the assumption that the standards are always satisfied, we picked out following heuristics.
HI: In the case that plural movements or states are envisioned from a description of a movement, we can

handle by either of the following manners.
H1-1: Searching the supplementary description, the system can determine which movement or state

should be selected. If a description mentions one of the plural movements or states directly, or
characteristic movements or states easily derived from them, it is regarded as a supplementary
description.
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H1-2: The system can let the plural candidates alone and select a movement or state in adhoc way if any
supplementary description isn't found. In this case, envisioned movements or states can be regarded to
be trivial.
H2: When the system search the supplementary description, it can limits searching area according to this
heuristics. Suppose the case that the system finds multiple candidates of a movement or a state of a part,
starting from a description of a movement (M) of a part-of-machine. Searching area is limited to
sentences which specify the movements or the states consequential upon M. Because, when a sentence
which mentions something independent of M appears, it can be regarded that the focus of the
explanation shifts to the next phase.
For example, a text describes "The piston descends." in the situation where the suction valve opens. The
movement of the piston causes inflow of the gaseous fuel. It becomes ambiguous whether the pressure of the
gaseous fuel in the cylinder decreases or not. In this case, if the following sentence specifies "The pressure of
the gaseous fuel decreases.", the ambiguity is removed and we can judge that the pressure of the gaseous fuel
decreases. However, if no description on the pressure nor the flow of the gaseous fuel appears and the sentence
which mentions the independent movement as "The piston reaches the lower dead center and the suction valve
closes.", we can regard that the ‘pressure , does , not affect anything and the text does not care to call readers'
attention to the pressure.
We do case studies to verify the validity of the heuristics. Table 1 shows the result. We apply the heuristics
to 15 texts (totally 281 sentences, for example [Suzuki et a/„92]-[Shogakukan,87]) explaining the mechanism of
four-stroke engine by ourselves. We find 48 sentences fromtw,hich . plural ;envisioning are derived, and verified
that adequate candidate is successfully chosemby using the heuristics in 41 cases (85%). .,
In the rest of the cases (7 cases), all the trigger sentences of envisioning describe the upstroke of the piston
during the compression stroke. During this stroke, the pressure of the gaseous fuel increases and the downward
power piston received also increases. In this case, it is uncertain that whether the piston reaches the upper dead
corner or the piston stops ,during the, stroke. If the text doesn't; mention that the piston reaches the upper dead
corner, the crank continues to rotate toward the same direction, or something, we can't judge which envisioning
is adequate by only logic, without our experience. So we think that it is reasonable to fail to .select special
candidate in the seven cases.

Sentences which lead ambiguities in our simulation !.

, The ambiguities' att removed

41

The ambiguities aren't removed
Sentences which don't lead ambiguities in our simulation

. I
T

Total

7
.

233
281

Table 1: Removing ambiguities by using the heuristics
3. A method of removing ambiguity
An algorithm to remove ambiguity is.arranged as follows..
1. Detecting the ambiguities.
2.

Looking ahead of the text by using the algorithm "looking ahead" and remove the ambiguities if
possible.

3.

Marking the remaining ambiguities as "let them alone".

3.1 Detection of ambiguities
As we mentioned in section 2.2, two types of ambiguity appear1in the simulation. We call the formFr "ambiguity
on change" and the latter "ambiguity on achievement".
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The system recognizes an ambiguity on change when it tries to grasp the tendencies of changes. Those
tendencies are represented by the predicate expressions. Then, the system detects the ambiguity in the following
ways.
1. If multiple predicate expressions hold the same object, the same predicate, and different directions, then
it recognizes the ambiguity.
2.

If multiple predicate expressions hold the same object and inconsistent predicates, then it also
recognizes the ambiguity.

For instance, if the system recognizes two possible traces which are expressed by "(continue gaseous_fuel
(dAT pressure + *))" and "(continue gaseous_fuel (dAT pressure - *))" (here, "dAT" represents "a differential
change of attribute"). They show opposite changes (increasing and decreasing) are occurring in pressure of the
gaseous_fuel. Therefore, the system regards the change of the pressure of the gaseous_fuel as an ambiguous
change.
The ambiguity on achievement has two sub-class. One is the ambiguity on whether an envisioned state can
be reproduced or not. The other is the ambiguity on the order of achievements of multiple envisioned state. In
this paper, we deal with only the former one and omit to discuss the latter one. If the former one is removed and
the system can repeat the simulation of the text under each' guess at the order, the latter one can be removed.
The ambiguity on achievement is recognized when the system envisions a landmark scene where the
tendencies of the movements of some parts might change. In thisistage, the system wonders if the movements of
the machine actually continue until the scene is reproduced or not. Ambiguities of this type always occur when
the system recognizes some tendencies .of, the movements from the traces of changes and envisions some scenes
based on the tendencies.
3.2 Removing ambiguities
Our system removes ambiguities on the basis of the heuristics. The ' outline' of the . process of removing
ambiguities is as follows:
1. The system looks ahead and transforms the next simple sentence into the predicate expression.
2.

It checks whether the ambiguities can be removed or not.

3.

If it can, it removes the ambiguities and finishes processing. It returns to the Simulation process:

4.

If it can't, it checks whether, it should look the following sentence.

5.

If it should, go to step 1.

6.

If it needn't, it decides to let the ambiguities alone 'and triaiki them. Then 'it finishes processing and
returns to the simulation process.

We explain the key points of the algorithm.
(1) How to check whether the ambiguities can be removed or not.
In order to explain the mechanisms of mechanical tools, :it is essential to explain movements of the parts and
states of the,machine at the important scenes. Therefore, the sentences in the texts are classified into two types,
sentences mentioning movements of the machine and sentences mentioning the states of the machine. Note that
we , define the sentences mentioning the states so that the sentences which represent the phenomena of
achievement like "the piston reaches the upper dead center" are belong to the type. Currently we don't deal with
the other types of sentences but we confirm that they don't contribute to removing ambiguities through our case
studies.
Thus, we should consider the following four combiriationS.
[a] Removing ambiguities on changes by using a sentence mentioning a movement.
[b] Removing ambiguities on changes by using a sentence mentioning a state)'
[c] Removing ambiguities on achievement by using a sentence mentioning a movement.
•

[d] Removing ambiguities on achievement by using a sentence mentioning a state.
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However, the third combination ([c]) doesn't appear in the textbooks, so we concentrate [a], [b], and [d].
[a] Removing ambiguities on changes by using a sentence mentioning a movement
In our simulator, each movement is represented by using traces of changes, and each trace is represented in the
form of predicates. If a predicate derived from a sentence matches with one of those changes, the system can
remove the ambiguity on the change.
[b] Removing ambiguities on changes by using a sentence mentioning a states
The system reproduces the state and checks whether the direction of each change turns to the state or not. If only
one of the changes passes the check, the ambiguity can be removed.
[d] Removing ambiguities on achievement by using a sentence mentioning a state
The system reproduces three states in the world model, the current state, the state mentioned by the sentence,
and the state wondered about. If the third state can be placed between the first one and the second one, the
system can regard that the wondering state is actual.
In the process [b] and [d], our , imagerial world model can be effectively used to cheep the conditions. For
example, the ambiguity on achievement of the piston in the compression stroke is removed by using the
sentence "the piston reaches the upper dead center". In this stroke,' the system simulates the upstroke of the
piston and sets up the landmark scene. In this case, the landmark scene is set upon the basis of the movement of
the rod. While the piston goes up, the rod changes the 'direction of its swing. The system wonders that the piston
goes up until the rod changes the direction or the piston stops rising before that: Then the system points the
center of gravity of the piston at the current state on the two-dimensional coordinate system (call the point "A").
It also points the center of gravity of the piston at the tittle when the' piston is located at the upper dead center
(call the point "B"), and at the time when the piston reaches the position at the landmark scene (call the point
"C"). Then it checks whether "C" is on the segment AI3 georrietricaily.
(2) How to check whether the system should look the next sentence.
If the text is well-polished and meets the standard S2 mentioned in section 2.3, the ambiguities are removed
before the movements or' the states of the new phase are mentioned.
Suppose that the simulation is triggered by . a sentence (trigger sentence, TS) in the text, and the ambiguities
are detected in the simulation process. In this stage, the ; system has a set of predicate expressions (P) which is
generated during the simulation of TS. Here, a predicate expression in P shows the change or state consequential
upon the content of TS.
On the basis of H2, to remove the. ambiguities,. the system looks ahead within the sentences which specify
the consequential changes or states. So the system makes matching the predicate expression . of the looked-ahead
sentence with P. If the system finds it in P, the sentence is regarded ias one whichspecifies a consequence. Then
the system looks next sentence. If the matching is failed, the system regards that , the sentence mentions
independent matter of TS. The system, therefore, finishes 'looking ahead.
(3) How to integrate the ambiguity removing process with simulation process
For all simple sentences, the system processestf!em in either of the following ways.
•

The system simulates the content of the simple sentence on the world model:

•

The system 'searches the predicate expression transformed from the simple sentence in the
world model, and links the sentence with the expression.

The looked-ahead sentences are not simulated in the process of removing ambiguity. Almost all of them are
merely made matching. Therefore, there is no overhead of the re-simulation of those looked-ahead sentences.
Through removing an ambiguity, the system matches looked-ahead sentences with the predicate
expressions in the world model. After the system returns to the'simulation process,' it can re-use the result of the
matching to save the cost of matching.' However, the cost is quite less than that of the simulation process 'and
then it does not progress the efficiency of the whole process. Sb Oui- present system' does not re-use the results of
matching'in the "looking-ahead" process.
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4. The experimental system and examples of its process
4.1 System configuration
Figure 2 shows the system configuration. The system is mainly implemented by GCL. Only the part visualizing
figures is implemented by Tcl/Tk. The initial imagerial model is presented previously.
The system accepts an input text, and it analyzes sentences to transform into dependency trees. Then it
divides each tree into a set of trees each of them corresponds a simple sentence. The Understanding Unit accepts
the set of dependency trees and interprets them one by one to simulate or confirm the content of each simple
sentence on the world model. The Propositional Expression Generator watches the world model and generates
predicate expressions. The predicate expressions are used in the confirmation. The Ambiguity Detecting Unit
keeps watching on the simulation process. When it detects some ambiguities, the system starts to remove them.
It looks ahead of the sets of trees and tries to remove the ambiguities. After removing them, it continues to
interpret the trees.

4.2 Example of the processing
Figure 4 and 5 show examples of the' ptocess Of The system. DI tile experiments, the text shown in figure 3 is
input. The left side of figure 4 and 5 shows the outputs of the system and right side of "#" shows comments
which we add.
UndinstandingiJnit
input Text
Simulator
manipulate,
Ambiguity DeSIXthig
Unit
Morpheme Analysis
and Putman Unit

Looking Ahead
unit
Ambiguity Removing
Unit
refer
C Propositional Representation

(legator

Word
Meaning

Figure 2: The system configuration
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(When the suction valve opens and the criink rotates,
the piston descends, and the gaseous fueil . is inhaled.)
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(Successively the sucii valve closes and the gist rises,
Fthen.the gaseous fuel i stHbngly comOressed.)i
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Then the piston moved bj the pressure and the kruni6rotates.)
• #*%.411< O1
itilE/A*2%4(z44/410
(After that, the exhaust valve opens, the piston rises,
and combustion gas is exhaust in the air.)

Figure 3: Input text
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When the system simulates the sentence "the crank rotates" in the explanation of the suction stroke, the
behavior of the pressure of the gaseous fuel becomes ambiguous. Figure 4 shows the process to remove the
ambiguity.
In the step (1), the system detects the ambiguities on changes. The following several steps show the
ambiguities that system detects. The predicate expressions used in the system and their meaning are shown in
the figure. The system detects the ambiguities on changes of the pressure of the gaseous fuel in the cylinder and
the intake.
In the step (2), the system starts to look ahead of the following text. In this situation, the system has already
simulated and recognized that "the piston descends", "the gaseous fuel is inhaled into the cylinder"
simultaneously with the rotation of the crank. However the content of the sentence "the suction valve closes" is
not reproduced in the simulation yet. Therefore, when the system loo)(s the sentence, it stops looking ahead. As
a result of the "looking ahead" process, the system concludes that the ambiguities on the changes of the pressure
are trivial (step (3)). It lets them alone and continue the simulation.

4111♦ ambiguity on change ♦40♦

PROP 510 : ((CONTINUE GAS_4 (DAT PRESSURE - 9) NIL)
PROP_505 : ((CONTINUE GAS_ (DAT PRESSURE + .))

NIL)

or
.....mblilltarrigijErsn7ATprcsam.
9) NIL)
PROP 504 : ((CONTIME GAS_3 (DAT PRESSLRE - 9) NIL)'

♦11♦ ambiguities on achievement ♦4/♦

S (1)
f the pressure of the gaseous fuel
,
in the cylinder decreases
S the pressure of the gaseous fuel
I in the cylinder increases
S the pressure of the gaseous fuel
S
in the intake increases
#'the pressure of the gaseous fuel
S
in the intake decreases

BREAK POINT554
reachable state : STATE553
STAKPONT551
reachable state : SPATE 538

**lilt** look ahead ******

aI (2)

The sentence describes as follows.
(CONTINUE PISTON (ELM (0 1 0) ') NIL)
The content has already been simulated.

I the piston decands.

The sentence describes as follows,
(MNTINUE GAS_4 (DFLOW ' SPACE...3))

, the gaseous fuel is inhaled
f
into the cylinder

The Content has already been simulated.
The sentence describes as follows.
(CLOSE SUCTION VALVE)
The content is not simulated.,

S the suction valve closes

• ******: f0iSh:11,10.1

0 Following ambiuities are not removed.

;

♦41. ambiguity on change 4n4n1n

PROP 510 : ((CONTINUE GAS_4 (DAT PRESSURE - .)) NIL)
PROP_505
: ((CONTINUE GAS_4 (DAT PRESSURE
NIL)

♦11♦ ambiguity on change ♦1n©

PROP 509 : ((CENTIME GAS_3 (DAT PRESSURE ')) NIL)
'PROP_504 : ((CONTINJE GAS_3'(DAT PRESSLRE - .)) NIL)

Let them alone.

S (3)

Garbage collecting...done

Figure 4: An example of removing process of ambiguity on change
When the system simulates the sentence "the piston rises" in the explanation of the compression stroke, the
behavior of the piston becomes ambiguous. The system sets the landmark at the point the direction of the swing
of rod will just change. However it is ambiguous that the piston rises across the landmark or stops at the halfway.
Figure 5 shows the process that the system removes the ambiguities on achievement. In the figure, (a) shows the
current state. The output of the system means:
(1) The system detects the ambiguity 'On the achievement. Following several steps show the content of the
ambiguities on the achievement. "BREAK_POINT_??" are the symbol name of the landmarks.
(2) The system finds the statement "the piston reaches the upper dead center" during the "looking ahead"
process. Here, LOCATION_7 means the upper dead center.
(3) The system generates a state that the piston is placed in the upper dead center and shows the state
imagerial (b).
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(4) The system overprint the current and reachable positions of the piston on the image (c) and then it
checks the geometric condition as follows.
i.

Calculating the coordinates of the center of gravity of the piston in each position. In the figure
the actual coordinates are shown as the achievement, current, reachable coordinates.

ii.

Setting up the formula of the segment which connects the achievement coordinates and current
coordinates.

iii.

Testing that whether the reachable point is on the segment or not.

(5) The remaining ambiguities on achievement are disregarded.
(6) As a result, the system fixes the ambiguity and continues the simulation in the context "the piston
reaches the upper dead center" (d).
1:111111=11111=111111111•10133 13011111111111111111111MINIGER

C=1111111•11111•11110163 011110•1111

ii)'
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BREAK POINT_1789 .
reachable state : STATE_1784
BREAK POINT_1781
reachable state : STATE_1776
BREAK POINT_1773
reachable state : STATE_1768

****** look ahead ******
The sentence describes as follows.
(CONTINUE GAS_4 (DAT PRESSURE • 2))

# the pressure of the gaseous fuel
# in the cylinder increase

The content has already been simulated.
The sentence describes as follows.
(REACH PISTON LOCATION_7)

# (2)
41 the piston reed-es
I/ the upper dead center

The content describes PISTON reaches LOCATION_7.
I (3)
# (4)

Show the achievement state.
Show the current, reachable and achievement state
achievement coordinates : (150 92.5)
current coordinates : (150 173.02780000000001)
reachable coordinates : (150.0 151.078)
The ambiguity m achievement BREAK_PCINT_1773 is removed.
The sentence describes as follows.

(IGNITE GAS_4)

The content

;

,

is nO6imUlated: '

,

4OP

aOemk:plucisktea..,
,geleffag'41/i''.!

****** finish ******
Following ambiguities are not removed.

♦1111 ambituities on achievement ♦41♦
BREAKPOINT_1781
reachable state : STATE_1776

Let them alone.
Continue the simulation.
TIME:
STATE :

TIME_1994
STATE_1995

Figure 5: An example of removing process of ambiguity on achievement
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we discussed the problems on ambiguity appearing in the text understanding system based on
simulation. We discussed the standard style of explanatory descriptions and defined three heuristic rules to
remove the ambiguity. We proposed a method of looking ahead of the text and remove the ambiguities by using
the heuristics. Applying the method, the system can remove the ambiguity based on the context through light
process.
Though we put such a restriction on the texts as they should be arranged along the time axis, we think it is
not difficult to remove it. If sentences of a text are not arranged along the time axis, We can infer the order using
aspect and tense by some algorithms (for example [Era et c1.,93]) and we can confirm consistency of each
inferred assumption by checking how smooth we can simulate the text on the basis of the assumption.
In addition, it is important to investigate a method to remove ambiguities in texts by using the texts
themselves but also figures given with the texts. As for the texts explaining mechanism of some machines, they
are accompanied by figures in the almost all the cases. The integration of information of texts and figures is one
of interesting topics in natural language understanding. In order to study the integration, we think it is important
to clarify the algorithm using texts alone and its limitation. We proposed an algorithm to remove ambiguities
using texts alone. On the basis of the algorithm, we will sophisticate the algorithm and study on new algorithm
using both texts and figures.
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